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By Chairman Darren Fern 

D
espite the recent short spell of snow 
and freezing temperatures, there are 
signs of increasing activity at the airfield 

as the short, gloomy days of winter seem to 
be fading. It’s now possible to fly until almost 
17:30, and the summer training hours are 
getting closer. We have managed with a 
smaller cohort of instructors over the winter 
months, but thankfully David Walker and Nick 
Chittenden are coming back ‘on-line’ to 
support the instructor fleet in the next couple 
of weeks.

You may have noticed that the Mogas Bowser 
bunded area is now complete, and a hardcore 
ramp has been added so that we can get the 
bowser in as  soon as the Fire Officer 
confirms that it will retain the appropriate fuel 
volume in the event of a spillage whilst 
topping up the bowser from a road tanker. 
The bowser that was purchased almost a year 
ago can be secured against tampering, so we 
no longer feel that erecting the garage 
structure over it is required; we can erect the 
garage elsewhere on site for storage of 
airfield equipment  and that will hopefully free 
up some hangar space. Hopefully, not 
erecting the garage will reduce the risk of 

anyone damaging their aircraft during 
manoeuvres around the fuel bay.

The strong winds at the beginning of the 
month have ripped the roof off the polytunnel 
hangar that kept G-BACN safe and secure, so 
this has been brought back into hangar 1. The 
structure of the MacGregor hangar has been 
purchased by the club for a nominal sum, and 
we are currently debating whether we re-
cover it in situ, or perhaps bring it closer to 
our other buildings in order to make it more 
accessible. If anyone is interested in leasing it 
after it has been refurbished, please get in 
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touch with Jay so that we can come up with a 
sensible plan. There is something rather nice 
about single occupancy hangarage… 

G-BACN has been part of the club for many 
years, and is now on the market following 
Frank’s decision to hang up his headset. It’s a 
rare beast, as it is an Aerobat version. Many 
years ago Howard Fawkes won a British 
Aerobatic Competition at Standard level in a 
similar aircraft, so they are more than capable 
of performing basic manoeuvres. 

I am delighted to report that we have, at long 
last, received the detailed quotes and plans for 
the reconstruction of Hangar 3B that will then 
allow us to provide more hangar space in 3A 
when Sky4Pilots move into the dry new 
building. It has been a monumental task trying 
to find companies willing and able to do the 
work. Hopefully the insurers will 
give the ‘go ahead’ soon.


The Trago hangar lease was 
terminated by CFC Ltd some 
months ago and it was taken on 
by CLAS Ltd. Although they 
operate a standalone business, 
we had hoped that hangar 
charges would remain similar to 
those offered by CFC Ltd. 
Unfortunately due to business 
constraints, CLAS have been 
unable to offer a discounted rate 
for annual rental payment in 
advance, and as a consequence, 
one aircraft has been moved 
back into Hangar 1 at the 
request of its owner. Those 

owners choosing to pay monthly, or wishing to 
retain the convenience of a low-occupancy 
hangar remain unaffected by the change in 
service provider.

Part of the old club kitchen area has been 
stripped out in preparation for moving the 
freezers used by the Diner business. Dot has 
advised that she will be hanging up her apron 
next month, so we have advertised the 
availability of the premises in local newsletters 
and Parish websites. Dot has been a valuable 

part of the team at CFC for  
quite a few years, and we 
shall all miss her welcoming 
smile and her cooking. If 
anyone knows of someone 
who might be interested in 
taking on the business, 
please ask them to get in  
touch with Jay.  Dot has had 
quite a few unique 
experiences here at Bodmin, 
so don’t forget the fringe 
benefits of having a business 
at an airfield!  
Nigel Ramsay, a club 
member with considerable 
experience in catering 

(including at airfields) has agreed to join the 
Management committee as a co-opted 
member to offer advice and help to the 
Committee as we endeavour to provide a long 
term solution to catering provision in the 
clubhouse.
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Pat bids us farewell

O
ur intrepid ex-Board member, Instructor and Examiner,  Terry Earl has decided to take on a 
new challenge in response to entering his 9th decade of life…by jumping out of a perfectly 
good aeroplane in full working order. Why anyone would choose to do so is completely 

beyond me, but apparently he is raising money for the Cornwall Air Ambulance. The details are 
advertised in the newsletter and the club notice board, so please help raise monies for a valuable 
cause. 

On the subject of parachuting, the MOD contacted us recently to clarify the status of the H24 
Parachute Drop Zone for EGLA that is shown on some charts. After discussion, we have decided 
to remove the PDZ as it is used very rarely, and if required, any organisation wishing to lease 
facilities for a short period can have a NOTAM issued to cover the short time period. It is perhaps 
timely to remind those pilots who fly along the North coast that the advisory H24 PDZ area at 
Perranporth is still there, and to contact the airfield or Culdrose Approach if you wish to transit the 
area. During the week, the parachute plane is talking to Culdrose, not Newquay! If you need 
clarification of procedures at Perranporth, please contact them directly. 

Last month I shared the disappointing news that Pat Malone has resigned from the board citing 
personal circumstances that underly his decision . The Board noted their profound sadness at his 
decision, but respect his reasons for doing so. Pat was a dedicated advocate of the airfield, and 
his strength and perseverance lies at the heart of our club’s success over the past few years. 
I too shall be stepping down from the Board in the next few weeks, in order to spend more time 
travelling the UK and Europe in my new Motorhome, complete with a trailer and motorcycle in tow. 
The imminent arrival of more grand children mean that Alison and I will be spending less time in 
Cornwall, and the role is too important to be taken lightly (and in absentia).

The Board can still function and meet its obligations under the Articles of Association until the next 
AGM. If anyone is interested in helping to guide the future of the club, please consider putting 
yourself forward.  

Why is Terry  jumping out of a 

perfectly serviceable aeroplane? 

See next page…. 
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M
onday 23rd of January started off quite 

well. The forecast was good and, a;er the 

dog had taken me for my early morning 

exercise, the general plan was to head 

down to Roche to mess around with flying machines. 

Furthermore, as Diner 31 was open, a lunch sorEe 

was on the cards. You know the drill; one could easily 

jump in the car and drive from Roche to Bodmin in 

10 minutes but instead we masochists drag out an 

aeroplane, spend 30 minutes cajoling the thing into 

life and then fly. The sort of ancient 

rubbish I like flying guarantees a 

rate of progress inferior to any 

respectable motorcar and thus 

even more Eme is wasted. Anyway, 

it was about 2 o’clock and I was 

nearing Bodmin in the Aeronca C3. 

The circuit was empty and I flew a 

close downwind leg for a glide approach. I like glide 

approaches in old aeroplanes, because it covers for 

any engine issue and allows a delicious amount of 

side slipping. A quick jiggle of the throQle on the 

base leg, just to warm the engine, revealed the fact 

that the thing was no longer producing any power, 

and just a;er that the propeller stopped.  

Gliding in with the propeller stopped is a delighSully 

serene experience and the only thing to concentrate 

on is making a decent landing. I wheeled her on to 

the rough grass to the le; of runway 13 and we 

silently rolled to a halt. No problem, chocks in, swing 

the propeller, geUng all going nicely and head to the 

clubhouse. This plan was fine unEl it came to 

swinging the propeller. The Aeronca Jap is an 

ungeared two cylinder engine four stroke engine so 

compression is found every 360 degrees of rotaEon. I 

found only one compression for every 720 degrees of 

rotaEon so something was amiss. Removing the valve 

covers proved that all appeared to moving as it 

should, discounEng valve trouble I wondered if a 

piston was damaged? It was all geUng serious. 

I decided to leave the aircra; at Bodmin. Colin and 

Dekker had also flown over so we borrowed the lawn 

tractor from the hangar and, lashing the tail skid to 

the trailer, towed our sorry caravan to hangar two. 

Dekker gave me a ride back to Roche to collect my 

car. I then drove straight to Bodmin and got to work. 

The Aeronca engine is enErely outside of any cowling 

and it only requires the removal of 

four spring clips and seventeen 

nuts and bolts to take off the 

cylinders. On removal it was 

obvious that the pistons and bores 

were OK and suspicion fell on the 

valve gear. The same evening I 

removed the exhaust valves and 

found both were gummed up with 

carbon; they moved but not enough. If you are 

interested, the how and why is explained in the most 

recent film on my YouTube channel. 

hQps://www.youtube.com/

@FlyingForFunTrecanair 

The engine was reassembled by lunchEme on 

Tuesday and, a;er a test run and inspecEon by 

Rod, me and the Aeronca were back at Roche by 

mid-a;ernoon. Peter Gibbs gave me a ride back 

to Bodmin  to collect my car. It was an acEon 

packed 24 hours; I offer thanks to all who helped 

me get the machine recovered and fixed so 

promptly, one of the delights of our flying 

community is the willingness of many to lend a 

hand when needed. 

Oops, I did it 

again! 

By Nick Chittenden

“Gliding in with the 

propeller stopped is a 

delightfully serene 

experience”

https://www.youtube.com/@FlyingForFunTrecanair
https://www.youtube.com/@FlyingForFunTrecanair
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By Pete White 

B
eaver scouts from the Bodmin Canyke 

Castle pack are visiEng us soon on a 

Wednesday evening to gain informaEon 

for their Air AcEviEes badge and to be 

shown around our aircra;. It is always a joy 

to see their expectant faces and listen to 

their excited chaQer as they absorb 

knowledge from our band of noble helpers. 

It is also good to see a request from 

Horrabridge Primary school who wish to 

return to our airfield once again for a trip as 

part of their transport and history projects. 

The dates are not confirmed as yet but as 

soon as I know I will contact you but in the 

mean Eme please contact me if you would 

like to join the team of volunteers for both or 

either of the visits. 

To join the team of volunteers please contact 

me on 07805 805679/01752 406660 or email 

pete@Aeronca.co.uk  

The youngsters return...

2018 visit by Horrabridge 

Primary school

St Neot Scouts a good few 

years ago

mailto:pete@Aeronca.co.uk
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By Pete White 

Our first 2023 AEROCLUB and 
Cornwall Strut talk at BODMIN 
AIRFIELD by Jay Gates took 
place on the evening of 
Wednesday 18th Jan at 19.00 
and was entitled “Antarctica - 
A potted history with aviation”. 
The poster/flier held us all in 
suspense with some intriguing 
photos and the following 
words...

“The search for Antarctica 

began in the early 1700s as 

European nations tried to discover Terra 

Australis Incognito. It was during the Golden 

Age of Exploration that the first Aviation events 

took place with tethered balloons. By the start 

of World War 2, a great deal of Antarctica had 

been discovered and surveyed using fixed 

wing aircraft. After World War 2 the Americans 

introduced not only Icebreakers, but 

helicopters, and aviation became a central part 

of their polar operations. The Antarctic Treaty 

in 1957 has been the most successful 

international treaty ever devised. It was signed 

by just 12 nations. Today, there are 29 

Antarctic Treaty nations involved in Antarctic 

research, and all utilise Aviation as a part of 

their expeditionary, scientific, and logistical 

support. The aviation world of Antarctica today 

includes helicopters, big and small, fixed wing 

aircraft, big and small, UAVs, and even thrill 

seekers in Wing-suits. The talk will take a 

potted look at every aspect of Antarctica, 

yesterday and today, with a bias towards 

aviation. We are most fortunate because Jay 

has firsthand knowledge as he was working in 

Antarctica from 1981-1988 from his base in 

South Africa.” Jay more than lived up to the 

 AEROCLUB 2023 - January


“Antarctica - A potted history with aviation

Jay in full flow!

DH Fox Moth. British Graham Land 

Expedition 1934-7

Twin Otter of the Chilean Air Force
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AEROCLUB and Cornwall Strut at BODMIN AIRFIELD 

Present something very different for February 15th with a talk and pracLcal 

demonstraLons of first aid and life saving methods which we could all benefit from, 

not only at the airfield, but anywhere. 

Our professional, Jon Parlour, has a long history in teaching over many years; skills 

which are safety related and life saving. Jon is also a valued member of our flying 

club and he is very happy to share his knowledge to benefit us all. Please come and 

join us to learn something new or refresh your own skills. 

     Please book on 01208 821419 especially if you wish to dine at Diner31. (Meals 

from 18.00)  

            Pete White, AEROCLUB, 01752 406660 or 07805 805679 or 

pete@aeronca.co.uk

Auster 7 RNZAF JANUARY 1957

hype created by the above wordage and 

delivered an amazing fact filled, educational 

and at times very amusing account of the 

potted history of aviation in the Antarctica. It is 

well known that Jay eats encyclopaedias for 

breakfast and the pleasing result is that as the 

talk progressed we were all left agog with fact 

after fact being delivered in a positive and 

interesting manner. We had a full house of over 

30 so thank you Jay from us all and I know 

that your expertise and knowledge of the 

subject could easily have been developed into 

a series of talks so looking ahead we will book 

Jay for “Antarctica - A Potted history with 

aviation.2

mailto:pete@aeronca.co.ukk
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H
appy New Year, and Kung Hei Fat Choy. Not only is 

the tradi:onal new year now underway, but the 

Chinese New year has also begun. It is the year of 

the Rabbit, of which the airfield has a good popula:on 

spread throughout three warrens around the perimeter. 

In Chinese culture, the rabbit is known to be the luckiest 

out of all the twelve animals of their zodiac. It 

symbolises mercy, elegance, and beauty, so let us all 

hope that those values reflect in all of us in our year to 

come. 

Sta:s:cally, January is shaping up to be an average 

January, and as at 29th of the month we had recorded 

306 movements. This compares with post-Covid January 

2022 where 392 movements were recorded, against pre-

Covid January 2020 where 313 movements were 

recorded. However, the figures look great when you 

compare them to January 2018 where a paltry 55 

movements were recorded. The weather in January 2018 

must have been a shocker!  

The movements, as they always do, mirror the fuel sales, 

with 2,410 litres of fuel being dispensed, and 270 of 

those litres being UL91. Again, against 2022 (3,335 

litres), 2020 (2,388 litres) and 2018 (418 litres), it is very 

much an expected figure for this :me of year.  

Weather, as it always does, played a great part in the 

month, with 127mm of rain (a full 5 inches) having fell 

over the airfield. The historic long term average for 

January is 102mm (or 4 inches) of rain, so we have gone 

above the long term average. However, the climate 

change short term averages do not reflect this, as our 

127mm of rain has only lead us to having received 95% 

of the monthly average, as opposed to the 102mm short 

term figure, which would have been 124% of short term 

average. That resulted in a full 22 of the 29 days of 

January, thus far, having rainfall recorded at the Weather 

Sta:on.  

It would not, therefore, surprise anyone to know that 

with all this rain that we lost a full 13 days, or 44% of 

available days, where no flying could take place due to 

weather related issues. It is a strange no:on that despite 

all of this rain, that we s:ll have water restric:on in 

place. This may be down to Colliford only showing a 

current capacity of 43%, as at 15th January, as against 

73% at the same :me last year. Roadford is currently up 

to 61%, but the three other big reservoirs for our part of 

Devon and Cornwall, namely Burrator, Crowdy and 

Siblyback, are all now at 100%, with S:thians being back 

at 81%. It would seem we are held hostage to Colliford 

for the li_ing of water restric:ons, and her design of 

having to feed the Fowey River to maintain flow. It is a 

simplis:c fact to say that this water flows down to 

Lostwithiel, where it is extracted for local water 

requirements, so that 10% goes for drinking water, and 

Bodmin Airfield Ac.vity Update – January 2023

By Jay Gates

Cessna 183 all the way from Popham
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90% of that water then flows on into the sea at Fowey, 

and  is thus a wasted Colliford resource.  

Of course, it is not only rainfall that affects our flying 

opera:ons, as wind plays a big part. In January thus far 

we have actually had two named storms pass close by 

us. Again, as they raised only yellow, and not amber, 

warnings, the TV weather man could not be bothered to 

let us know of their passing. First in was Storm Gerard, 

named by the Spanish Met Office, which swept past us 

between the 12th and 14th of January, with a maximum 

gust at the airfield of 44 knots, or Force 9, and dumping 

an inch of rain on us in that period. Sadly, that 

windstorms put paid to Frank Bundy’s McGregor hangar 

and he lost his roof. The next storm that came past was 

Storm Hannelore, named by the German Met Office, 

which came past between 17th and 19th January, again 

dumping an inch of rain on us, and raising the 

anemometer to a maximum gust of 41 knots, again 

Storm Force 9. 

Whilst we have not had any members take possession 

of any more new aircra_, we did get to welcome 

Perranporth Flying Clubs newest addi:on, a lovely new 

Cirrus C42, G-ENDG, which made her maiden 

appearance at Bodmin during the month. One of 

our members, Nick Chijenden paid a visit to us, 

from Roche, in his fabulous 1936 Aeronca C3, G-

AEFT. Vicky Williams, who was Duty Manager in the 

tower, gave Nick his landing informa:on, and as he 

crossed the threshold to land was heard to exclaim 

‘His propeller isn’t turning’! Another exci:ng 

adventure for Nick, reported elsewhere in this 

newslejer.  

We also had a few hardy visitors from further afield, 

with Cessna 182 G-BGAJ flying in from Dunkeswell, 

Bristell NG5 G-CIPG in from Wadswick in Wiltshire, 

and Cessna 183 G-BNRY coming all the way from 

Popham in Hampshire. However, the visitor who 

made the longest trip to drop by was Robin R2112 G-

CBNG, who came for a long weekend, all the way from 

Crowfield in Suffolk. That is not to say that any of our 

own members are averse to heading off to places afar in 

murky January. Member Squadron Leader Greg Boast 

took his Vans RV-7, G-ORVS, to Shoreham in East Sussex 

for a day towards the end of the month.  

Around the airfield, we have completed the bunded site 

for the Mogas Bowser, and it has been tested for 

leakage, and passed with flying colours. We now await 

the OK from the Cornwall Fire and Rescue Service, to 

allow us to use the new bowser, and arrange for a 

delivery of Ethanol free Mogas. Howard Fawkes has put 

the damaged Southern Windsock Pole back up a_er a 

good welded repair to the storm damage it received in 

December. Roger Davis con:nues with his 

improvements around the clubhouse. We are lucky to 

have our Junior Member, Angus Sturge, having a 

Mother who also owns her own window cleaning 

business. Whilst Angus was having his flying lesson, 

Mum Marie, who came up in her works van, spent the 

hour cleaning the clubhouse and tower windows, at no 

cost to the club. Thank You Marie, do come again!  

As part of our well-known local environmental 

responsibili:es, and the importance that we place on 

our community rela:ons, both physical and visible, our 

local farmer, Jeff Smeeth of Mount, has been in and 

completed the box cut of the whole of the hedge line 

around the airfield perimeter. He has also completed a 

brush cut of all of the dead bracken and ferns that ran 

down Airfield Lane from the A30, and down the lane to 

the airfield. The result is that the airfield looks 

extremely neat and :dy from all angles, and the hedges 

are now ready for new spring growth, with Airfield Lane 

First visit to Bodmin for this new Cirrus C42

Visitor from Dunkeswell
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running down past the airfield now looking all spick and 

span. 

As the year gets underway, so does the military ac:vity 

around the airfield, and for us that means the Millpool 

Firing Range, up on Bodmin Moor, adjacent to the 

airfield. Don’t forget when approaching, or leaving, 

Bodmin Airfield to check if the Millpool Firing Range is 

ac:ve, and shoo:ng is taking place. This is especially so if 

you are returning from the direc:on of Colliford Lake, as 

you will pass close to the Range on your return. Always 

check both the top of St. Bellamin’s Tor above Millpool 

Village, and the flagpole adjacent to the Range Control 

building. If they are flying a large RED flag from either 

loca:on, then the firing range is ac:ve. There is a no-fly 

zone around the range when it is ac:ve, and the height 

restric:on is 1,500 feet above the range. This height 

restric:on is based on ricochet poten:al, 

as a 7.62mm round, from a general 

purpose machine gun (GPMG), has 

enough kine:c energy to bounce up to 

that height, and you don’t want to be the 

first person to be shot down over 

Cornwall, since the end of the Second 

World War. 

As always, Bodmin skies never cease to 

produce amazing meteorological effects. 

The latest weather rarity to be spojed 

was an incredibly rare Fog Bow, as 

opposed to a Rainbow. The Fog Bow 

appeared over Millpool village at the end 

of a very fogbound day at the airfield. It 

is created because of the very small size 

of water droplets that cause fog, much 

smaller than rain drops, and only 0.05 

millimeters in size. The small size of the droplets results 

in the bow having very weak colours, with the colours 

fading further due to the diffrac:on effect of these 

smaller droplets. In many cases, when the droplets are 

very small, a fog bow will appear to be merely white, and 

are therefore some:mes known as White Rainbows. In 

ancient mari+me circles, they are known as Seadogs. 

Aaarh, Jim Lad!

Don’t get yourself shot down!

A fog bow!
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EVENTS 2023      

    

April 15th  (Sat) TOPNAV Competition. Local SW area and a lot of fun so come and join us. 

April 16th  (Sun) Porsche Club Fly-In/Drive-In 

May 13th & 14th Vintage Aircraft Club (VAC) Fly-in (Music & Poetry on Saturday evening)  

June 3rd (Sat)  Ladies Day Fly-in. Remember Bessie Coleman, 1st African American lady 

pilot 

July 15th & 16th  Grasshopper Gathering - an L-Birds event. (Military Wings & Wheels)            

& 20th Anniversary of our Bodmin based SKY4 pilot aircraft covers company. 

July 30th (Sun) Lundy Sunday - 23 years since the first Lundy Fly-in. – PPR essential.   

August 19th (Sat) Cornish Pasty Fly-in & Kernow Kapers Fun Day Cornwall Air Ambulance  

September 9th (Sat) Cornwall Strut Fly-in. The perfect end of season meeting for us all.  

Our Diner 31 cafe is open for food and drinks all year round 

  

CFC Educational/FOG 2023 

We have schools soon to visit for their educational trips and the Cub Scouts from Canyke 

Castle, Bodmin are in the process of organising a trip for their badge work. I SHALL BE 

NEEDING KEEN VOLUNTEER HELPERS PLEASE.  

AEROCLUB  

February 15th Airfield emergency first aid 

April 19th  Marc Wolff: - Flying for the Movies  

Pete White —  AEROCLUB & Events Director 01752 406660--07805 805679--pete@aeronca.co.uk

mailto:pete@aeronca.co.uk
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